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~Introduction

and Premises

In the key step of bacterial bioluminescence a long chain
aldehyde is oxidized to the corresponding fatty acid, with
the concomitant
generation of an excited state. This
oxidation is carried out by a flavin-C(4a)-hydroperoxide,
possibly over a flavin-C(4a)-peroxyhemiacetal
mechanism of the key step, the generation of
emitter, is

still unclear.

None of

the

[1,2]. The
the excited

several

previous

proposals, including a "Baeyer-Villiger" oxidation, or a
dissociative electron
transfer mediated by a cysteine
sulfhydril, were satisfactory [3,4]. As introduced in the
preceding review article [5], the recently proposed CIEEL
mechanism (Chemically I·nitiated Electron Exchange Luminescence) [6] merits careful consideration. In preliminary
~experiments [7,8] aiming at its verification, we attempted a

correlation of the rate of emission decay with the redox
potential of flavins, substituted at various ring positions.
The rather
poor correlation
obtained
was,
however,
attributed to
specific effects induced by the flavin
modification,
e.g.
alteration
of
protein-flavin
interactions. It
has been shown, using FMN analogues
carrying various substituents at position C(8), that these
are recognized
by luciferase,
and are
competent in
bioluminescence, suggesting that this position is "free",
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to solvents [9,10]. Based on this we reasoned,
this position would
that modifications
restricted to
and
not
conserve intact
flavin-protein interactions,
prejudice the catalytic event.
An important assumption needs discussion: Verification of
Le. exposed

the CIEEL mechanism according to Schuster [6] bases on a
correlation with the redox potential of the donor involved,
in our

case this

Concrete values

would be
on the

4a,5-dihydro-Flred do

N(5) of 4a,5-dihydroflavin [5].
of a couple Flox =

redox potential
not exist.

4a,5-dihydro-flavins are,

~

however, simply tautomeric forms of l,5-dihydro-flavins,
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thermodynamically favored. It is

that

the

free

energy

difference

between the two forms is not very large: Alkyl substituents
have been found to migrate reversib1y between the two
positions [11,12]. Slight variations of the alkylation
conditions lead to N(5) or C(4a) derivatives of FlredH-.
Adduct formation of some flavins with sulfite has been

found~

to yield

an equilibrium

mixture of 5- and 4a-adducts [13].

The difference in free energy between the 4a,5- and the 1,5tautomer thus
Flox and

probably is

FIred.

much smaller

Consequently

Fl ox /1,5-H2-Flred redox

than that

substituents

potential

should

between

affecting
affect

that

the
of

Flo x/4a,5-H2-Fl red in an analogous way. As a further test,
we resorted to the classical Hammett correlation, since the
key "CIEEL - step" can be

viewed formally as an (internal)
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activation of

a hydroperoxihemiacetal

by a p-x-substituted

o-phenylene (di)amine, in which "only" X is varied:

By introducing

a reference system (i.e. nonsubstituted FMN)

the Hammett equation can be formulated as follows:
where k o

log k/k o = r * a',
rate constant of the

is the

reference system, r

(rho) is the "reaction parameter" and a' is the "substituent
parameter". We

have estimated

substituted flavins,

and used

a' and

r for a series of 8-

the values

for the

plot of

Fig. 2 described below.

~Results and Discussion

We have

expanded the

previous measurements [7] using the 8

flavins shown in the figures of redox potential in the range
-50 to

-320 mY.

the light

emission decay)

according to
means a

The correlation of log k (rate constant of

value

Schuster [6]
of

0.8

for

with the redox potential plotted
yields a
the

so

slope of -14
called

V-~.

This

"diagnostic

constaIlt" or "Bronsted slope" a, which has been suggested to
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reflect the

extent of one-electron-transfer occuring during

a reaction [6,14,17]. a can have values between 0 and 1, the
second extreme
reflecting complete
charge separation.
According to
with transfer

Schuster values of a<l, can also be compatible
of one

electron,

when

changes

in

bonding

geometry are taken into account.
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Fig. 1)
Dependence of luminescent decay rate on the redox potential
of a-substituted FMN derivatesl The luminescence emission
was measured in a dithionite assay [17]. The aldehyde was
decanal at a final concentration of -4xlO- 3 M. Luciferase
and FMN were 6.7x10- 7 M and 1x10- s M, respectively. The data
shown are the average of at least 10 measurements. The FMN
derivative #3 is "iso-FMN" (6,7-dimethyl-B-demthyl-FMN). The
slope is -14 V- 1 ,
it can also be expressed as -a/2.3RT,
yielding a value of 0.8 for a.

•
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The Harnmett plot shown in Fig. 2 yields a reaction parameter
of -0.8. This value reflects a typical value for reactions,
where
radicals are involved [15,16]. It should be pointed
out, that the 0' values were calculated by substituting the
equilibrium constant (K) in the classical Harnmett equation
with the redox potential according to the method of Kochi
et.al.[17] using unsubstituted FMN as reference system.
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Fig. 2)
Correlation of log k/k o with the substituent parameters 0'
in a Harnmett-type plotl The FMN derivate #3 is "iso-FMN"
(6,7-dimethyl-8-demthyl-FMN). The slope corresponds to a
value of -0.8 for the rate parameter r.
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Conclusions

Linear free energy relationships have been extensively
studied for electron transfer and related reactions in both
inorganic and
organic systems,
they
allow
reliable
mechanistic conclusions [17]. Our value of a~0.8 clearly is
compatible with Schuster's CIEEL mechanistic interpretation
of luminescent reactions. In the examples reported by his
group a had values ~0.3. According to Kochi et.al. [17] a
Bronsted values of 0.5 < a < 1 can be interpreted with
confidence to reflect the "intrinsic barrier" of a systeme
for a one electron transfer process. The data were plotted
according to Hammett also using classic 0 parameters. In
this case the correlation is generally poorer and depends on
the type of effect (M- or I-effect) the parameters were
derived for. When the M- and I-effected parameters are
averaged (0+) a value r~-1.7 can be estimated. According to
the data reviewed by Jaffe [15] values of r>3 or r<-3 are
typical for processes involving ionic transition states.
Wells [16] points out that radical mechanisms yield r values
O±l, and
indeed a
value r=-0.76 was found for the
photohalogenation of substituted toluenes, a typical radical
process. It should be pointed out that the coincidence of
~~r value
r~-0.8 with
that of typical radical mechanism is
remarkable. We would like to stress the point that this, of
course, might be coincidental: Since reliable data on
chemical systems which might be taken as models for oure
reaction are not available, this cannot be taken as proof
for a radical mechanism. On the other hand a Baeyer-Villiger
mechanism would predict the reaction rate to increase with
increasing redox potential of the flavin. This mechanism
should be reflected by a Hammett dependence with a positive
slope. As a minimal interpretation our results are in
disaccord with a Baeyer-Villiger type mechanism.
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